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PRE-GREECE 
 

Corporal Sam Brearley, RASC 
 

Summary 
 

Sam was born on 23 December 1912 in a typical small coal & cotton town in the Lancashire Pennines 
called Bacup, (as was the present Archivist).  He became an actor before the war and joined various 
repertory groups.  Joined the Royal Army Service Corps in April/May 1940. 
 
November 1940 - to Egypt 
 
HM Troopship “Strathallan” sailed from Liverpool to Port Tewfiq and the Suez Canal via Durban. 

 

 
 

RMS Strathallan in her glory days - P&O Line colours before the war 
 

    
 

Strathallan’s demise, torpedoed in Dec 1942 - right hand shot is taken from the stricken troopship 
of one of her rescuers HMS Panther 
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Sam’s “Pre-Greece” story in full from his autobiography “Sam’s Saga” 
 

CHAPTER 3 
 

1940 - 1941:  Sam, Sam, Pick Up Thy Musket 
 
One Volunteer . . . 
 
Time was passing and my savings shrinking so rather than wait for the call-up I decided to join up at once 
in May but it wasn't as easy as I thought it would be.  I spent a week or so trailing around in different 
towns and areas of London, but outside each recruiting depot there was a board with the daily wanted 
types chalked up on it.  Most of them only wanted guardsmen so that ruled me out (being short) until 
eventually I was reading the board outside a depot in Acton when the recruiting officer saw me looking 
and came over.  I asked "Are there only guardsmen in this 'ere War?"  He said, "At the moment, yes but 
can you drive?”  “Yes”.  "Right, in you go". 
 
I went in and signed on the dotted line, was then told it would be deferred a month or so and I would be 
called when they wanted me.  I just could not believe it.  At that very moment the German Army was 
sweeping through Belgium, Holland and France and they didn't want my services yet.  I went back home 
and waited, much to father's chagrin.  The evacuation of the B.E.F. from Dunkirk took place 27th May - 
3rd June.  At last my call came to report to Bognor on the South Coast sometime later in June.  My billet 
was a large empty house just off the promenade. 
 
Each day we paraded on a near-by car park for drilling and marching.  We only had one rifle for the 
Company to practice with and mount guard at night on the billets.  I was detailed one night on beach duty.  
Two of us made a dug-out among the pebbles and sat there watching, just keeping a look-out for the 
invasion which was expected after Dunkirk.  It was just as well they didn't come because they didn't give 
us any weapons, we only had, a pile of pebbles to throw. 
 
Then we had to have all the inoculations in the M.D. Room at the other end of Bognor.  After the jabs I 
started to walk back to the billet but began to feel a bit wobbly so I sat down on the kerb before I fell down.  
The whole world was revolving and I felt horrible when a kindly motorist drew up alongside me and helped 
me into his car and was I glad for the ride back to the billet.  As I went into my room another half-dozen 
chaps were laid out there recovering so I was glad I wasn't the only one looking green. 
 
Our Company had a series of moves, to Weybridge then to Chertsey, where everybody had to show they 
could drive a lorry.  Our next move was to Althorpe Park (Princess Diana's home) where we were under 
canvas.  I remember how I was digging a hole for latrines when a pal, Doug Foster, came down to me and 
asked if I would like a job in Company office as he was just organising it.  I jumped at the chance and was 
grateful for evermore as that change of direction from being just a lorry driver to Company office staff 
altered the rest of my army life.  To be in the office it was usual to be given a stripe for that little bit of rank 
and authority,  so I was soon promoted to Lance-Corporal.  We then spent a couple of weeks in 
Northampton town in a derelict brewery where we set up Company office in the old building.   
 
A large Park on the outskirts of Royston near Cambridge was the last and final assembly place for all the 
Company's lorries.  That place was just a few miles from a big bomber air base, Bassingbourne.  It was 
there that I got my second stripe and became a Corporal.  Doug Foster had gone to O.C.T.U., the officer 
training unit, so I acquired another Lance-Corporal clerk, Arthur Hill.  We set up office in a small empty 
cottage on the main country road not far from the Park.  About 100 yards down the road was a cosy 
transport cafe and we took turns each night to go down to the cafe for their speciality supper.  We had 
been warned about possible German parachutists so near to the air base and always be on the alert. 
 
One dark night we went to the cafe as usual when we spotted something white in the wood opposite the 
cafe and heard the breaking of dead twigs.  We had been issued with our rifles by now so we called out 
the other chaps in the cafe to help.  We crept over to the wood and surrounded the target, then someone 
with a torch shone it and lit up the target as we all shouted and felt a lot of right ‘Charlies’ as the 
parachutist turned out to be a stray white cow. 
 
I cannot remember the actual dates of the Company's moves around the South of England but I know we 
must have been at Royston in September as the 15th of that month was the climax of the Battle of Britain 
and as Royston is about 30 miles from London we had a grandstand view every night when the sky was 
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reddened by the fires in London, but we were on the North and all the dog-fights were over Kent and 
Sussex so we couldn't see those.  We must have been there about two months because I know I had one 
or two week-end leaves and went into London by train.  I remember one night as I returned I boarded the 
train and it had travelled just outside the station when the Air Raid Sirens went.  Of course the train 
stopped and all lights extinguished and I had to sit in the blacked-out carriage until the All Clear went 
about midnight.  But it was quite spectacular with the searchlights sweeping the sky, the ack-ack guns 
blazing away and the incendiary bombs starting fires all round.  It was a bit hairy and eerie just sitting 
there all alone in the carriage but I would have felt a lot better if the train had got a bit farther from the 
station.  I still went down to London on my next week-end off, there was so much going on with bags of 
entertainment for the troops in The Stage Door Canteens.  They were smashing places run in unoccupied 
theatres organised by theatrical people, all the West End stars offered their services after their shows and 
they ran them like Super NAAFls and they were always packed out.  The Y.M.C.A. set up similar types of 
canteens in large Church Halls. 
 
It was the end of October when I went home on a week's embarkation leave, I had to say cheerio to the 
family and my pals, also tidy up what affairs I had as I didn't want to leave any loose any loose ends. 
 
I returned to Royston and began to pack up the office equipment and box up all the files.  Soon the 
Company was assembled and fully operational as Support Group Company, R.A.S.C., 1st Armoured 
Brigade, 2nd Armoured Division. 
 

Outward Bound 
 
We left for Liverpool about the second week in November and boarded P&O RMS STRATHALLAN, a 
beautiful peacetime cruise liner on the India and Australia Mail Service run.  Only a few of the valuable 
features had been removed otherwise it was just as its pre-war opulence.  There were eight ships in our 
convoy, the ones I remember were Strathallan (mine), Strathaird, Strathnaver, Andes and the Duchess of 
Leinster.  It was a wonderful sight to see all those magnificent ships all around you in close convoy in the 
daytime but all dispersed through the night.  It was odd to wake up in the morning with not a ship in sight 
but they returned during the morning. 
 
The general direction of the convoy after leaving Liverpool was across the North Atlantic to the American 
side and it was pretty bleak and wild in that part of the ocean and we were thankful that our ship was big 
enough not to be troubled by it.  It is almost 3,000 miles to America and the convoy then sailed parallel to 
the coast going South.  Without the sight of land you lose all sense of direction when all around you is just 
water but as the weeks passed the seas got calmer and the weather warmer as we started to see flying 
fishes and porpoises alongside the ship. 
 
Apart from regular boat-drills, you spent the time as you would on a cruise, deck games, swimming in the 
pool or just lying around in the sun.  In the evenings there was plenty of entertainment, concerts, bingo 
and so on.  As we got further South we took our blankets up to the top deck and slept there under the 
stars.  It was quite magical with the gentle hum of the engines to lull you to sleep. 
 
I presume the ship's Company provided us with all the food on Christmas Day because I have their 
Christmas Card giving the whole day's four meals with their best wishes.  Traditionally, our officers served 
the meals to us on that day.  Quite a difference from my last Christmas in Exeter. 
 
On two occasions there was a submarine scare when the convoy scattered, to close up again when all 
clear.  It certainly brought home to us the value of all the boat-drills and the fact that we weren't on a 
sunshine cruise after all, but we never considered the possibility of the ship being blown to bits at any time 
as there was nothing we could do about it so there was no point in worrying, so we got on with enjoying 
the trip. 
 
As we crossed the Equator the traditional Ceremony of Crossing The Line was held by the swimming pool 
when King Neptune initiates new subjects to his Kingdom.  Six people who haven't crossed before are 
made to sit on chairs with their backs to the pool in front of King Neptune.  He orders them to be shaved 
with a large wooden razor - usually by mermaids - then tipped backwards into the pool.  The dunked 
subjects then received a large wooden medal to commemorate their initiation. 
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Crossing the Line Certificate issued onboard RMS Strathallan on a previous trip, 25 Aug 1940 
 
At last we saw land as our ship dropped anchor off Freetown, Sierra Leone, West Africa to take on 
supplies.  Nobody went ashore but about 100 bum-boats soon arrived at the ship's side laden with all 
kinds of fruit.  The owner of the boat threw up a rope attached to a basket and called out the contents of 
his floating 'shop' and his prices.  When he made a sale he filled the basket with the fruit and the buyer 
pulled up the rope and sent the basket down again with his money.  They did quite a brisk trade but we 
were advised to wash the fruit well before eating it.  Freetown had a bad reputation in the old days when 
Englishmen went out there as traders because of the many diseases.  It used to be called 'The White 
Man's Grave'. 
 
We sailed on down the coast of Africa, round the Cape of Good Hope into the Indian Ocean, along the 
coast of South Africa to eventually dock at Durban.  We had three days shore leave and,  Oh boy, what a 
time we had in Durban.  The welcome was terrific with lots of places like the Stage Door Canteens in 
London.  I and my three pals spent most of the day on the beach surfing with hired boards.  It was 
fabulous and in the evenings we toured the canteens.  On the last evening we wandered into the suburbs 
to find a nice quiet pub away from the crowds.  We found a lovely place with just a few locals in and we 
four were the only soldiers in there.  There was a corner alcove with a dart-board so we had drinks then 
started to play darts.  Then we had another drink then more darts then we had drinks at the same time as 
darts and so it went on until we were having difficulty even to see which of the three dart boards was the 
one to aim at.  We laughed and laughed until we hadn't the energy to throw any more. 
 
We decided it was time to go and gathered our kit together making sure we were fully dressed and made 
tracks toward the door when two of the local chaps from the other end of the lounge came to us and said, 
"Come on lads, we'll take you back" and led us out to their cars.  We were mighty glad of the offer when 
we realised the pub was about a mile from the docks and we were in a happy state well under the 
weather.  We were delivered to the bottom of the gang-plank and under the watchful eye of a Red Cap I 
managed to climb the plank without mishap, navigated my way to my bunk, quickly undressed then fell 
blissfully into the arms of Morpheus. 
 
We sailed on up the Red Sea, the Gulf of Suez and through the Suez Canal, which was quite spectacular 
with our huge liner just fitting with only a few feet to spare on either side, you felt you could almost touch 
the Arabs as they trundled along the bank with their camels loaded up with their belongings. 
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The Sands of Egypt 
 
At last we docked at Port Said on the 3rd February 1941, our convoy safely arrived after an unforgettable 
three months cruise.  We moved up to El Kassassin, a few miles into the desert.  Our lorries had landed at 
Ismailia and they had to be collected from there, stores and supplies were delivered by train to the rail-
head at Zagazig and we collected from there. 
 
At this point I must explain the War situation in North Africa and why I went to Greece.  The Italian armies 
had occupied the whole of the Mediterranean coast of North Africa from Tripoli eastwards, but in 
December 1940 General Richard O'Connor's comparatively small Western Desert Force completely 
routed the Italian armies, capturing 133,295 prisoners in a 62 day race over barren waterless desert.  The 
sheer scope of the Forces daring dash astonished the world by its success.  It was Britain's first great land 
victory since the beginning of the War and cheered up the British public. 
 
On the 12th February 1941 General O'Connor's troops were waiting patiently at Benghazi for the go-
ahead to make a last dash to take Tripoli.  Within hours the blow fell when a message came through from 
London that there could be no advance to Tripoli.  New priorities now were requirements for Greece.  In 
1939 Neville Chamberlain and the British Government had signed a pact with Greece undertaking to offer 
assistance if attacked.  As Hitler was now preparing to do that, Greece called on Britain to honour the 
pact. 
 
Also on the 12th February, German General Irwin Rommel landed at Castel Bonito airfield in Tripoli.  
General O'Connor's destruction of the Italian Tenth Army now meant little as 60,000 Australian, New 
Zealand and British troops embarked for Greece and Crete.  The politicians in London had their way, so 
as Rommel's troops were pouring into Libya without opposition, our troops were landing in Greece. 
 
As our Company was assembling at El Kassassin I set up office in a large double tent, one half of it 
furnished for my O.C. Major Tadman.  He was a good young officer and I liked him.  My second-in-
command, Captain Hollom, was a relic of the first World War and I hated him.  He was a dead model for 
Captain Mainwaring in Dad's Army, completely batty and totally inefficient.  Italian prisoners were still 
coming down ambling past our tent but the Arab colonials were used to dig our latrines and generally 
clean up the camp. 
 
Major Tadman gave me three days leave in Cairo so, along with a few others, I was driven into the city by 
lorry.  I joined up with Lance-Corporal Davey and Sgt. Major Hilton and we decided on a comfortable 
hotel, the others chose the free accommodation at the Army barracks.  Next morning as we left the hotel a 
row of Egyptian 'taxis' were lined up by the kerb with an Arab dragoman waiting to be hired.  The taxi is a 
horse-drawn carriage and the dragoman is an Arab guide who will show you the sights and interpret when 
necessary.  We chose one who introduced himself as Abdul and produced his identity card and his official 
license to operate.  Of course, our first request was to the pyramids so Abdul weaved his way through the 
crowded streets out of the city to Giza where the pyramids are. 
 
There was a parking area for the 'taxis' who were not allowed to go further.  More Arabs were there with 
their camels who would then take you on to the base of the pyramid.  That camel ride was what you might 
call an experience.  It's easy enough to climb on top as you mount because the camel is sitting down, the 
tricky bit is when the camel gets to its feet.  As the back legs get up first you pitch forward and just hang 
on whilst the front legs get up and levels the camel out.  That contortion is repeated in reverse when you 
dismount.  They call the camel the ship of the desert but the only boat to compare with the ride would be a 
round coracle. 
 
Having got to the base of the pyramid we just had to climb it so we set off up one corner.  The blocks are 
about four feet high and the corner was more weathered and previous climbers had worn a few footholds 
but it was really tough going.  I have a few photographs taken when we rested three quarters of the way 
up, what a wonderful view all round with the Sphinx in the distance.  It was harder coming down, looking 
for footholds, and took longer than going up.  It was well worth the effort but I guess we were lucky 
because I don't think they allow tourists to climb it now.  There were two or three Arabs there who made a 
living climbing it.  The three of us gave a pound to one of them who dashed off and climbed up practically 
running.  You could follow his progress by his flowing jelaba - like a white nightshirt - as he raced about on 
his regular route to the top and down in about fifteen minutes. 
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Another guide then took us up inside the pyramid to show us the inner tombs.  The entrance was about 
30-40 feet up from the base, just a slot between two of the stone blocks.  A long flight of stairs led 
upwards into a small ante-chamber, then the guide with his lantern led into more passage-ways until we 
reached the very centre of the pyramid in a large chamber with the empty stone sarcophagus in the 
centre.  The chamber walls were smooth to the touch and felt like marble, the joints of the blocks so 
perfect as the guide showed us it was impossible to even get a knife blade in.  The guide then told us we 
were going to experience absolute darkness as he would extinguish his lantern for a few minutes.  
Standing still alone it was the most eerie and awesome sensation as you lost complete control of your 
senses after two or three minutes, it was mind-blowing.  As we came out and waited by the top of the 
stairs the guide lit a length of magnesium tape and dropped it over the side of the stairs, as it floated down 
you got the idea of the depth of the opening to disguise the entrance to the tomb.  We then went down to 
see the Sphinx - as my photograph shows it was before they excavated the sand and cleared away the 
base of its feet as it stands now.  
 

                   
 

          The young soldier                                      Sam and the Sphinx 
 
That was an exciting first day as Abdul took us back to Cairo and recommended a restaurant for a good 
meal.  We paid him up and said we would see him the next day.  Sure enough, he was there waiting 
before we had breakfast.  We left it to him to show us the sights around Cairo and we trotted along the 
main streets until we stopped at the Blue Mosque.  As we wanted to see inside it was necessary to 
remove our boots and leave them by the door in line with dozens of sandals.  It was a most beautiful 
building in translucent blue marble, the light from the central dome cast a hazy blue mist inside.  Arabs 
were there on their knees doing their devotions as we stood at the side and just gaped at the beauty of it 
all.  It really was an unforgettable sight. 
 
Our next call was to the University's Medical Museum.  As V.D. was, and probably still is, an endemic 
disease in Egypt, it must have been thought necessary to make the population aware of it.  The Museum 
was a large building with subdued lighting and around the walls were large photographs and realistic 
plaster models all individually lit with spotlights of all the gruesome conditions of parts of the body 
resulting from the different kinds of V.D.  Lots of people were passing through, teenagers, courting 
couples and all taking the displays seriously.  It was quite impressive.  
 
We went window shopping around the bazaars with beautiful goods on display, carpets, jewellery and 
leather goods.  I went into a large leather shop and chose a lovely Arabic designed handbag and asked if 
they would post it to my sister Alice, back home.  Amazingly it arrived eventually. 
 
We had one day left and Abdul asked us if we would honour him by going to his home for dinner the next, 
our last day.  Of course we agreed.  The evening we spent wandering around the night spots, some were 
like intimate restaurants with a cabaret whilst you had a meal or a coffee.  We went into one night-club 
which was almost in darkness with candle-lit tables around the floor and a small platform at the far end.  
As we entered a French girl was singing in a low, sexy voice that lovely song 'Plaisir d'Amour.  It just 
sounded magic and whenever I hear that song now my mind goes back to that night-club in Cairo. 
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The next morning we asked Abdul to take us to the Berker 'cos we couldn't go back without having been 
there.  It is the notorious red light, sin and sex area like our Soho only a lot worse.  Abdul took us to the 
end of the street and stopped, said he couldn't go down there and he would wait there for us but before 
we left he asked us to leave our wallets with him and he gave us his official license as security.  He knew 
what it was like down there and didn't want us to be robbed.  As we wandered down the street with all the 
exotic 'goods' on display in the house windows we were reminded of the visit to the Museum.  It was 
pretty grim but we had to see it.  Then Abdul took us up to the shops for a last look around, the bazaars 
were always interesting and you could spend hours there.  Abdul then said it was time to go home for 
dinner and we trotted out to a village on the road to the Pyramids. 
 
Abdul's house had the usual stucco walls and we entered through a wide outer door into a large inner 
court-yard.  The door to the house was on the far side of the yard and as we entered were amazed at the 
beautiful furnishings and floor-coverings.  It was spotlessly clean.  The dining room had a large table with 
place settings for dinner.  We sat down and the food started to arrive carried by four small boys, Abdul's 
sons.  In the centre of the table was placed a large dish piled high with steaming rice, each of us was 
served with a large oval plate with two roasted pigeons and a mixture of vegetables and you helped 
yourself to the rice.  It was beautifully cooked and we thoroughly enjoyed it.  Dessert was a large bowl  of 
fresh fruit salad.  The whole meal was incredible and quite a surprise as we didn't know what to expect.  
We thanked him but couldn't thank his wife, the cook, as their custom didn't allow her to leave the kitchen 
when guests were present.  A short but necessary rest after dinner, then Abdul took us to the Army 
barracks to catch the lorry back to camp. 
 
 
 
 

 
 


